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English
Legal English
Plain English: you can explain in a simple way
Legal English:
‐ Variations
‐ can be clear and confusing
‐ precise and flexible
 reflects the legal system in a given country
 the united states & United Kingdom use the common law  in Belgium we have the civil
law  difference in communication
Legal professions
Barrister

Solicitor

Barrister: A lawyer who can plead or argue a case in one of the higher courts
Solicitor: They have passed the same examinations as a Barrister, but they do all the
research and prepare legal documents
Stages in a lawyer’s life
Applicant: an applicant to a law school
Undergraduate: someone who obtained their bachelor’s degree
Graduate: has obtained their master’s degree
Postgraduate: someone who has obtained their doctoral degree
Qc:
‐ Queens Counsel
‐ unique to Britain
‐ a matter of status and prestige
‐ in the past they had a lot of free advantages, these days they don’t have that much
anymore
‐ advantages:
1. distinctive uniform: silk gown over their court coat
2. rights to press the court first
3. rights to sit in the front row
4. fees are justified because they have to deal with more complex cases
Nominalisations
‐ you will use the noun as a proper verb
‐ why?: it’s more abstract, formal and objective
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Legal English: language and the law
hereinafter, thereof, whereby, aforesaid
ARCHAIC TERMS
 ancient scripts
to provide notification of, to ensure identification
NOMINALISATIONS
 noun instead of a verb
Commence( to start), retain (to keep), terminate, grant
FORMAL WORDS

ad hoc, per se, infra, et al.
LATIN PHRASES

peace and quiet / null and void / way, shape or form
DOUBLETS/TRIPLETS
 strengthen our argument
due to the fact that, visible to the eye, in the event of
WORDY PHRASES

Prepositions in legal English ( VBK)
1. To accuse sb of = iemand beschuldigen van brandstichting
2. To be liable for (legally obligated)= aansprakelijk zijn voor schulden
 To be liable to = to be susceptible to => He’s liable to heart disease
3. To sentence sb to= om de verdachte te veroordelen tot
4. To claim damages for = om schadevergoeding te eisen voor geestelijk leed
5. To be entitled to= recht op financiële compensatie
6. To bring a case to court= om een zaak voor de rechter te brengen
7. To be guilty of= schuldig zijn aan een misdrijf
8. To fine sb for= om een bestuurder te beboeten voor te hard rijden
9. To charge sb with= om een verdachte aan te klagen voor een overtreding
10. To appeal sth / to appeal against sth (Br.)= om in beroep te gaan tegen de
bevindingen van een rechtbank
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America Today: Trump’s Legacy, Social & Legal Issues
America Today – Trump
disrupting politics + political science
‐
‐

unorthodox behavior

‐

forcing professors to rip up their syllabuses, rewrite textbooks, start new lines of
research, and craft entirely new course offerings.

Trump shattered:
1. Long cherished assumptions about how the presidential elections will be won
2. the unwritten rules governing the US institutions and America's relations with other
countries
‐

Trump's time: rules don't matter and everything is made up (fake news)

America Today – The 2016 Election
Most voters voted as they usually would have
‐

Yet in most respects, despite Trump’s unconventional campaign, voters followed a
predictable partisan script, with the vast majority voting for their party’s candidate.
Trump the candidate campaigned in unprecedented ways, but in the event, American
voters lined up and mostly voted on partisan lines.

His controversies didn’t simmer
‐

They hit hard and fast, because there were so many, not a single one truly had the time
to make an impact

Outsiderism
‐

He is the only candidate that could claim to be an outsider.

‐

This strengthened him massively, especially with his message of draining the swamp.
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America Today – Trump’s Legacy


“A Flawed Democracy”
‐

In 2017, the United States was classified as a 'flawed democracy' which, according to a
comprehensive new report, does not meet the requirements of a fully democratic
society.

‐

Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) provides an annual overview of countries that adhere
to 60 different democratic values, including electoral processes and freedom of the
press.

‐

The change reflected what the report said: "a sharp decline in public confidence in the
functioning of public institutions".

‐

This pre‐dates the election of Donald Trump and was supportive, according to the think
tank.



Attacking institutions
‐



lost the election: replacing people (now)

Admiring autocrats
‐

President that said American first, distanced himself an discided to become
friend with leader (kim yung)

America Today – Is this new?


Polarised two‐party presidentialism

‐

two‐party presidency; a policy fundamentally divided on membership and status in the
political community



Fundamental division over membership and status in the political community



Erosion of democratic norms at the elite and mass levels.

None of these conditions is new in itself, but ‐ and this is our critical point ‐ their combination is.
These three conditions reinforce and nourish each other; they produce a new composition that
differs from previous moments of crisis in American politics.
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America Today – The 2020 Election
‐ It all finally caught up to him. The lies, the outrageous boasts, the disorder and
disastrous management, the rants and the race‐baiting, the predatory instincts and
compulsion to dominate—all the things that made President Donald Trump the
ringmaster of the American political circus at last compelled a majority of voters to
drive him out of the tent.

Why did Trump lose?
1. Wasting money on a campaign ran by a novice
2. Didn’t expand his base of voters
3. Losing support of the suburbanites, white women, college‐educated voters and
independents
‐ Basis republican party became very narrow: white man
‐ More Latino votes

4. Ignoring Black Lives Matters and racial disparities
‐ Amid a nationwide uprising over systemic racism, Trump denied the underlying
issues.
‐ He never attempted to unite the country or speak to its shared pain.
‐ On June 5, less than two weeks after the killing of George Floyd, and with the nation
gripped by Black Lives Matter protests, Trump held a rambling press conference in
which he touted a strong jobs report.
‐ “Hopefully George is looking down right now and saying this is a great thing that’s
happening for our country,” Trump said.
‐ “This is a great day for him. It’s a great day for everybody.”
‐ Polls showed that a majority of voters disapproved of Trump’s handling of the
protests, and it cut into his support among white voters who had lifted him to victory
last time.
5. Wishing away the COVID‐19 pandemic
‐ Trump was defeated because of his “failure to connect on the thing that voters most
cared about, which was coronavirus,” says Sarah Longwell, founder of Republican
Voters Against Trump (RVAT).
‐ While legions lost jobs, closed businesses, refrained from hugging their aging parents
and homeschooled their children, “what Trump did was decide to pretend like
coronavirus wasn’t the most dominant thing in people’s lives,” Longwell says.
‐ His blithe dismissals may have turned off seniors, a core component of his fragile
coalition particularly susceptible to the virus: he lost 4 points among this age group
compared to his 2016 performance, according to CNN exit polls as of Nov. 7.
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The possible legacy that Trumpism will leave on the republican party
The Legacy on the Republican party – Two Options
Positive option:
 Purge of Trumpism
 Demand diversification
 Reach out to Minority groups

‐

Trump’s defeat may now trigger a civil war of sorts within a wounded Republican
party. Some will call for a purge of Trumpism and blow the dust off the party’s
autopsy report that followed Mitt Romney’s defeat in 2012: it demanded
diversification and outreach to minority groups.

‐

Michael Steele, former chairman of the Republican national committee, noted last
week that some in the party were already trying to distance themselves from Trump
as they anticipated defeat.

‐

Trump could be knocked off course by numerous federal and state court cases. He is
facing lawsuits that accuse him of sexual assault and defamation, and the Trump
Organization’s finances are being investigated by New York’s attorney general.

‐

Although Trump surpassed electoral expectations, defeat is defeat. A reckoning for
the Republican party is inevitable with moderates and “Never Trumpers” urging a
fresh start. The party’s white Christian conservative base continues to shrink, adding
pressure to diversify its voter base. Senator Marco Rubio of Florida, defeated by
Trump in 2016 and a potential contender in 2024, told the Axios website this week:
“The future of the party is based on a multiethnic, multiracial working‐class
coalition.”

Negative option:
• Embrace Trumpism
• Record turnout
• Populist
• Nationalist
But the results, and the record turnout, may suggest that the Republican party now has
populist nationalism in its bones. The nomination in 2024 could even be a battle between
Donald Trump and Donald Trump Jr.
Nine in 10 Republicans still approve of the job Trump is doing as president, according to
Gallup. In the absence of an obvious heir apparent, he remains the de facto head of the
party and its future depends greatly on his next move after inauguration day on 20 January
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America Today – A Biden Presidency
Everything depends on the Senate
 Democrats need the two seats in Georgia to retake control of the Senate
 If they don’t that would likely mean more moderate proposals
 If they do, the progressive wing of the party can have more influence

What it could look like…
• Expansion of Medicare to Medicare for All
• Comprehensive immigration reform
• Repeal of Trump‐era tax cuts for the wealthy
• Move to a carbon‐neutral economy: Green New Deal
But Biden is known for moderation and deal‐making
America Today – Social and Legal Issues
 Sanctuary cities, immigration and bias against Latino’s
 Rising antisemitism and islamophobia
 Mass shootings vs. the Second Amendment
 Discrimination against gay and trans people
 The fight over women’s reproductive rights

IMMAGRATION

‐
‐

‐

‐

‐
‐

‐

Revoking DACA
Two Years After DACA Was Rescinded, Hundreds of Thousands of Dreamers Remain
in Limbo. Even the Supreme Court Can't Fix the Problem
On September 5, 2017, Jeff Sessions, then the U.S. Attorney General, announced that
the Trump Administration would be rescinding the Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals (DACA) program and thus ending deportation protections and legal
employment for undocumented immigrants who arrived in the U.S. as children.
The announcement mirrored many of the immigration policy rollouts from the
Trump era: it was made with no regard for immigrants’ lives and safety, it was messy
and it immediately met with legal challenges.
Sanctuary cities are under pressure
Trump confirms he's looking at releasing detained immigrants into so‐called
sanctuary cities
"In California, the governor wants to have a lot of people coming in, refugees coming
in, a lot of sanctuary cities, so we'll give them to the sanctuary cities maybe to take
care of if it's that the way we want it," he said during an event at the White House.
Earlier in the day, Trump tweeted, "Due to the fact that Democrats are unwilling to
change our very dangerous immigration laws, we are indeed, as reported, giving
strong considerations to placing Illegal Immigrants in Sanctuary Cities only." He
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‐

‐

‐

added: "The Radical Left always seems to have an Open Borders, Open Arms policy ‐‐
so this should make them very happy!"
"Sanctuary city" is a broad term applied to jurisdictions that have policies in place
designed to limit cooperation with or involvement in federal immigration
enforcement actions. Cities, counties and some states have a range of informal
policies as well as laws that qualify as "sanctuary" positions.
Rhetoric and bias targeting Latino’s
More than one in five suspected hate crimes victimized Latinos, according to a News21
analysis of responses to the National Crime Victimization Survey data from 2012 to
2016.
Hate incidents targeting Latinos and immigrants often go beyond name‐calling and
intimidation. Victims and advocates also say they are too often the targets of assault,
robberies and even murder.
As targeting of their communities is on the rise, Latinos and immigrants are
increasingly fearful of reporting racially motivated crimes and incidents to law
enforcement, according to victims, experts and advocates interviewed by News21 in
Florida, Oregon, California and Texas.
“In immigrant communities, the fear is palpable,” said Monica Bauer, director of
Hispanic affairs at the Anti‐Defamation League (ADL). “It’s so much fear that I think the
word doesn’t really convey. It’s almost terrified, like it’s beyond fear. It’s paralyzing
fear.”
Latino victims made up only 11 percent of racial‐bias crimes reported to the FBI in
2016, but studies have shown the FBI substantially undercounts such crimes. Of 15,254
agencies providing statistics to the FBI in 2016, 88 percent reported zero hate crimes.

‐

‐

‐

‐

RISING ANTISEMITISM AND ISLAMOPHOBIA
•
•
•

White supremacy has gained more traction since the election of Donald Trump
Donald Trump condoning the actions has had a massive impact
The turning point that made Joe Biden run for the presidency:

THE SECOND AMENDMENT
"A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the
people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed."
On the one hand, some believe that the Amendment's phrase "the right of the people to
keep and bear Arms" creates an individual constitutional right for citizens of the United
States. Under this "individual right theory," the United States Constitution restricts
legislative bodies from prohibiting firearm possession, or at the very least, the Amendment
renders prohibitory and restrictive regulation presumptively unconstitutional. On the other
hand, some scholars point to the prefatory language "a well regulated Militia" to argue that
the Framers intended only to restrict Congress from legislating away a state's right to self‐
defense. Scholars have come to call this theory "the collective rights theory." A collective
rights theory of the Second Amendment asserts that citizens do not have an individual right
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to possess guns and that local, state, and federal legislative bodies therefore possess the
authority to regulate firearms without implicating a constitutional right.
LGBTQ RIGHTS
• Extent of Civil Rights act questioned in the Supreme Court
• Job discrimination is legal in most of the nation
WASHINGTON — In a pair of exceptionally hard‐fought arguments on Tuesday, the Supreme
Court struggled to decide whether a landmark 1964 civil rights law bars employment
discrimination based on sexual orientation and transgender status.
Job discrimination against gay and transgender workers is legal in much of the nation, and
the wide‐ranging arguments underscored the significance of what could be a momentous
ruling. If the court decides that the law, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, applies to many
millions of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender employees across the nation, they would
gain basic protections that other groups have long taken for granted.
Since you will be reading Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, you can make up your own mind

ROE VS WADE

•
•
•

Planned Parenthood has been defunded
The current Supreme Court can now overturn the decision
Individuals states are putting restrictions in place and shutting down clinics

Specifically there are state laws being passed that are making it nearly illegal as we
speak and ridiculous restrictions being put in place to shut down clinics through loop
holes. There are states where there is basically only one clinic. These are the things
pushing it into the court.
Do have a look at Reversing Roe on Netflix
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